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Secretary of the Commission b $ab
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission W

(Washington, D. C. 20555 g
IM W

Dear Mr. Secretary:

This is in response to the Nuclear Regulatory Com-

mission's (NRC) Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking regarding

the adequacy of emergency planning around nuclear facilities

published in the Federal Register of 17 July, 1979.

In its Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking the NRC

stated that it is interested in receiving public comment on

objectives for efficient plans, acceptance criteria for

State and local emergency plans, NRC concurrence in State and

local plans as a requirement for issuance of an operating

license or fer continued operation of a nuclear facility,

and coordination between the licensee plan and State and

local plans.

Serious consideration of these issues by the Commission

is long overdue.

The policies of the Atomic Energy Commission and sub-

sequently the Nuclear Regulatory Commission over the past
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two decades with regard to the siting of commercial nuclear

powerplants in the United States have produced a situation

where currently 10 million Americans live within 20 miles of

a nuclear reactor. At one time during the Three Mile Island

(TMI) accident, the Chairman of the NRC told the Governor of

Pennsylvania that it might become necessary to evacuate people

who lived as far as 20 miles from the reactor site. Such

an evacuation was later found unnecussary in that particular

accident. But the NRC Chairman's counsel to the Governor demon-

stratas that major protective actions could be necessary during

a severe nuclear accident at substantial distances from the

powerplant and,for very large numbers of people. Effective

emergency planning to ensure the protection of public health

and safety thus by any measure should be the sine qua non

of nuclear power.

Unfortunately the experience of TMI was not the first

warning to the Commission concerning the inadequacy of its

emergency planning and plant siting requirements.

In August 1976, a task force of officials of the NRC

and the Environmental Protection Agency was created at the

urging of the Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors,

a national organization c f state radiological health officers.
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The task force was directed to determine the most severe

effects of a nuclear powerplant accident for which radiological

emergency response plans should be developed. It issued its

report in December, 1978. The report recommended replacement

of the Low Population Zone (LPZ) as the basis for emergency

planning with what it called " Emergency Planning Zones."

These Emergency Planning Zones would be of uniform size for

all nuclear powerplants regardless of plant size, location,

or design. There should be, said the task force, one zone of

10 mile radius in which plans are developed for coping with

exposure from the " plume", or radioactive cloud, and another

zone of 50 mil,e radius where preparation is made for prevention
of exposure from ingestion of radioactively contaminated foods,

such as milk. The task force took account in its analysis

of the possibility of class 9 accidents and concluded that the

zonas it recommended were of sufficient size to ensure plan-

ninJ would be adequate to protect the oublic in the event of

such accidents. It was sharply critic.t1 of the use of the

LPZ as a planning basis.

In a report which was submitted to the NRC for agency
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comment in December, 1978 entitled Areas Around Nuclear

Facilities Should Be Better Prepared For Radiological Emergencies,

the Comptroller General of the United States concluded:

Presently, there is only limited assurance that
the people near most fixed nuclear facilities will
be adequately protected from the radiological con-
sequences of a serious nuclear accident.

The Comptroller General therefore recommended that the NRC:

(R)equire that the people living near nuclear
(power plants) be provided with infor.aation about the
potential hazard, the emergency actions planned, and
what to do in the event of an accidental radiological
release.

Allow nuclear powerplants to begin operation only
where State and local emergency-reasonse plans meet
all of the NRC's essential planning elements. In
addition, NRC should require license applicants
to make' agreements with State and local agencies as-
suring their full participation in annual emergency
drills over the life of the facility.

Establish an emergency-planning zone of about 10 miles
around all nuclear powerp] ants as recommended by
the Environmental Protection Agency Nuclear Regulatory
Commission task force, and require licensees to modify
their emergency plans accordingly.

In the face of these two detailed, highly

professional reviews af NRC regulatory policy regarding nuclear

plant siting and emergency planning and the near tragedy

at TMI, it is shocking that the Commission seeks now to

study the situation further rather than act.

I can state for the record that continued failure by
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NRC to address these well documented problems may result in

punative legislation which would place undue restrictions on

the nuclear power industry and risk serious energy shortages

in the immediate future. I note that the U. S. Senate

has already passed legislation which would -- if it becomes

law -- close down by June 1, 1980 any nuclear power plant

located in a state which does not have an NEC approved

emergency plan. Responsible action by the Commission can

forestall this type of hasty legislation in Congress.

As a member of the Hous.> Government Operations Committee,

Subcommittee on Environment, Energy, and Natural Resources,

which has legi,slative oversight jurisdiction over the NRC,
I phrticipated in that subcommittee's investigation of emerg-

ency planning around U. S. nuclear power plants.

The objectives of our investigation were far-reaching

and included:

1) The adequacy of utilities' emergency plans and
of the NRC requirements pursuant to which they
are prepared;

2) The adequacy of planning by State and local
governments;

3) The relationship of the NRC to the State and
local planning process, including the validity
of NRC guidelines for State planning and the
question of whether the NRC should require that
there be State and local emergency plans;

4) The basis for emergency planning, including the
question of whether the LPZ should continue as the
basis or be replaced; and
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5) The relationship between reactor siting and
emergency planning.

In the course of our investigation, the Subcommittee

held hearings on May 7 and 14 in Washington, D. C. and on May

10, in White Plains, New York. Witnesses at these hearings

included utility company officials, local government officials,

citizens group representatives, and the Subcommittee staff

interviewed numerous Federal and other government officials

and utility company offit ils, and it reviewed a substantial

. mount of documentary material.

The Subcommittee conducted case studies of emergency

planning at two nucler powerplant sites, Oconee and Indian

Point, and the states and localities in which they are located.

The Oconee site has three pressurized water reactors rated at

887 megawatts electric each. It is operated by Duke Power Co.,

w' ~ ch generates approximately 30 percent of its electricity

from nuclear power and is the country's second largest producer

of electricity from nuclear power. The three plants are relatively

new, having received their operating licenses in 19. and 19'i.

They are located in a rural area of South Carolina, which has

a State emergency plan concurred in by the NRC. At Indian

Point, there are now two pressurized water reactors in operation:

Indian Point 2, a reactor of 873 megawatts electric owned and

operated by Consolidated Edison, and Indian Point 3, rated at

965 megawatts electric and owned and operated by the Power

1C64 264
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Authority of the State of New York. Indian Point 2 received

an operating license in 1973, Indian Point 3 in 1976. The site

at which they are located is quite old, however, as Indian Point

1 was licensed in 1962. The Indian Point plants are located in

a heavily populated area of New York, less than 40 miles from

New York City. The State of New York has an emergency plan con-

curred in by the NRC.

Based on the investigation of our Subcomittee, the House

Government Operations Commitcee concluded in its report,

" Emergency Planning Around U. S. Nuclear Power Plantb: Nuclear

Regulatory Comission Oversight," (H. Rept. No. 96-413):

1. Late of readiness
(a) Emergency preparedness at everv level of re=ponsibility-

,

Federal, dune, and local governments, arid util;ty companies-is m-
adequate to protect the public health and safety in the event of a
severe nuclear powerplant accident.

'

(b) Even with better emergency plannine, evacuation of a sufficient
area around a munber of U.S. nuclear powerplant> i not feasible.
2. NRC leadership

(a) The Commission has failed to demon trate >trong constructive
leadership in the field of emergener plannine.

(b) The Commission has not fully advi-ed the public of the risk
associated with nuclear power. e-l.eeiallv ihr . verity of accidents
possible, and it has failed to inform the pub". of the iteed for emer-
gency planning.

(c) The Commission has failed to exerei-e its full authority in the
fiehl of emergency planning and to give 3ntlicient priority to emergency
planmng.

(d) The Conunission's failures, both with respect to setting prmr-
ities and informing the public about the need for emergency planning,
are in part responsible for the lethargie attitude of many utilities aml
state and local govermuents toward emergency planning.
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3. Utility plans
(a) The Commission has failed to involve itself substantially in

emergency planning, leaving both the setting and the application of
standards to the discretion of the btatf. Delegation of authority to act
in an area so directly attecting public health and safety is an unsound
regulatory practice.

(b) The regulatory framework the Conunission has allowed to
evolve is an entirely unsatisfactory combination of mandatory regula-
tions,and voluntary guidelines and constitutes an unsound regulatory
practice.

(c) The Commission has allowed nuclear powerplants to be sited
and built with only the barest outline of what the emergency response

cap (ability is.d) The Commission has allowed U.S. nuclear facilities to operate
under old emergency planning standards (as net out in Appendix E)
less stringent than the standards it currently uses (Regulatory Guide
1.101), resulting in a level of emergency preparedne s which nation-
wide is neither uniform nor adeqmite. Only four of 4s U.S. nuclear
powerplant sites have emergency plans which comply with the cur-
rent, more stringent standa-ds. The Commission has no plan to bring
these 44 noncomplying facilities into compliance with the current
standards. The Commission's decision to " grandfather" nuclear facili-
ties whose plans were approved under the old rule is an unsound regu-
Infory practice.

(e) The requirements of both Appendix E and Regulatory Guide
1.101 are defective in a number of fundamental areas, including:

(1) accident assessment, including both onsite and otisite
radiological monitoring;

(2) notification, particularly insofar as they fail to ensuro
prompt warning to both State and local officials;

(3) drills,in that they fail both to require annual drills and to
require that State and local emergancy plans be exercised dor.g
with the utility plan during the annual drills;

(4) NRC review of emergency procedures, which are not re-
quired to be approved in the licensing process, and of the emer-
gency plans themselves, which are not required to be periodically
updated and resubmitted for Commission approval, creating
serious potential for both abuse and good faith error by utility
companies;

(5) public information, in that they fail to ensure that the
p,ublic is fully and accurately informell about the hazards, par-
ticularly the hazards to human health during an accident, of
nuclear power and the emergency response actions planned in the
event of an accident.

4. State plans .

(a) The Commission u.upiestionably has the legal authority to con-
dition con.struction permits and operating licenses on the existence of
approved State and local emergency plans.
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(h) The Commission has been remiss in failing to exercise that
authore.v and thereby allowing nuclear powerplants to be imilt in
States a'nd localities which have unapproved emergency plans.

(c) The Commission's review and approval process for State plans
has not vielded effective plans.

(d) The Commission's review and approval process for State plans
is defective for failing to examine emergency response capabilities of
local governments.
5. Planning basis

(a) The Commission has failed to set an explicit, legal requirenent
for the area within which utilities are required to carry out emergency
planning, relying instead on a requirement which has evolved out of
3recedent and longstanding practice. Such regulation by " common
aw"is an unsound regulatory process.

Low Population Zone, is irrat,v the NRC for emergency planning, the(b) The enrrent basis used b
ional.

(c) In neglecting to nnr. lyze the most severe class of nuclear acci-
dent, the class 9 accident, the NRC has acted imprudently.

~

(d) In relying on the Low Population Zone as the basis for plan-
ning,the NRC has caused to le formulated emergancy plans which do
not adequately protect the public health and safety.

I strongly support the recommendations of the Committee,

based on the a'bovementioned findings. The actions that net.d

to be taken to cure these deficiencies are not extremely costly

nor do they require any large degree of the political balancing

which is part of the legislative process. The Nuclear Regulatory

Commission hiready ha- statutory authority fully adequate to
.

ensure that emergency planning is done effectively.

It should be noted, moreover, that emergency planning

can be dram.itically improved without shutting down nuclear power-

plants. None of the Committee's recommendations would, if

effectively implemented, force plants to close or deprive Americans

of the electricity they have come to rely upon, although serious

questions beyond the scope of the Committee . report were raised

about the effectiveness of evacuation planning for a few plants
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now located in heavily populated areas. But the adoption of

the Committee's recommendations would significantly enhance

public protection from the hazards of nuclear power at

existing and futuze powerplants.

The Committee made the following recommendations, all

of which can be implemented by the NRC with its current statutory

authority:

1. With regard to its responsibility of leadership in the field of
emergency planning, the NRC should:

(a) make clear m its rules, policy statements, regulatory guirks
and other ollicial documents, that it considers severe nuclear acci-
dents possible, not hypothetical, occurrences for which emergency
planmng is appropnate:

(b) involve itself more directly in this critical area rather than

deleg) ate virtually all work to its sta6: review th'e Commission's resource commitments to both(c
utility and State planning to determine if they are sufficient.O

D O 2. Witli regard to the plans reiguired of utility cinpanies operating
ime! powerplants. the NIM'should :

ww ga) upgrade the existine NIIC standards for emergency plan-

1 Q ,., T mng, as expressed by Appendix E and Regulatory Guide 1.101. to,-

91 D ensure that compliance with them will, in fact,
tive emergency plan. At a minimum, the Co. produce an cEcc-l{ . umission shouklg".L, . require :"

(i) improved accident assessment, including better onsite
and oEsite radiological monitoring, the costs of which should
be borne by the utility companies,

(ii) a notification system the hardware for which should
include but not be limited to dedicated direct telephone lines
and radio links to each State and local agency rwuired hv
the utility's emergency plan to be notified in flic ev'ent of a'n
emergency.

(iii) annual drills of utility emergener plans with a con-
dition that they be held jointfy with drills of State and local
eme:gency plans.

(iv submission for ap
of em)ergency, procedures, proval during the licensing process

(v) periodic u
emergency plans,pdcting, subject to Commission approval, of

(vi) regular inclusion in customers' electric bills of ac-
curate and specific information nbout the possibilitt and na.
ture of nuclear accidents, the potential human health efects
of such accidents and their causes, and the protective actions
planned if an accident occurs,

(vii) improved public information procedure and
facilities:

^/pg
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(b) incorporats these upgraded requirements in a Commission
rule;

(c) aeply this new rule retrospectively so as to cover all oper-
ating *,owerplants, not simply new apphear.:s.

3| With regard to state and local planmng for nuclear emergencies,
the NRC snould:

(a) thorought: review and upgrade its own rerpiireim'nts for
State and local i,,ans, particularly with regard to the adequacy of
planning by local governments and.the demonstrated capability
for evacuation;

(b) incorporate these upgraded requirements in a Commission
rule;

(c) review state plans in which it has concurred to determine
if they in fact are capable of producing an eliective emergency
recponse, including evacuation ;

(d) require, by rule, as a condition for the issuance of a con-
struction permit'for a nuclear powerplant, the existence of both
a state emergency plan for the stata in which the plant is sited
and, for that site and each additional nuclear plant site in thra
state, a local p'ar. that comply with the NRC standards contained
in tha rule descrived in 3(b) ;

(e) require, by rule, as a condition for the issuance of an oper-
atirg license for a nuclear powerplant, in the case of all plants
for which construction permits have already been issued, the exist-
ence of both a stato emergency plan for the state in which the
plant i+ sited and, for that site and each additional nucien- plant
site in that state, a local plan that comply with the NW, stand-
ards contained in the rule described in 3(b) ;

(/) issue an order to each operating nuclear plant that, absent
a showing that the State and locality in which it is located have
approved emergency plans,its operating license will be suspended.
While the Commission should determine how much time a utility
will have to comply with this order, the Committee considers tha~t
in no case should more than 2 years be necessary and that in many
cases,1 year will he suflicient.

4. With re~ gard to the planning basis for both State and utility
plans, the NRC should:

(a) abandon the Low Population Zone and replace it with the
concept of Emergency Phmaing 7enes " ne developed by the Joint
Task Force of the NRC nnd the EPA for both plume and in-
gestion pathways, making these the areas within which, by rule,
the utility is required to carry out those emergency planning tasks
for whicit it is responsibic:

(b) incorporate, by rule, in its standard for State and local
plans a requirement that State and local authorities have a fully
developed plan for the plume and ingestion pathway Emercency
Planning Zones around each nuclear powerplant within the
State.

5. With recard to nuclear powerplant sitine, the NRC should :
(a) review. on a site by-site basis, existine emergency response

capability and deternune the maximum sized zone around each
plant foi which evacnntion is feasible within severnl different
times correspondine to representative warnine times for vnrious
types of accidents and advise the Committee of its findings within
180 days:
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(h) ' require, by rule. that etTective emergency response capa-
bility, including evacuation, be estnblished in the licen3ine process
by both utilities and state and local governments. While the Com-
mission should determine the appropriate level of detail of plan-
ning that should be required as a prerequisite to issunnee of n con-
struction permit, the Committee considers that. there should be
considerably more planning at this stage thati is presently re-
quired. The rido should, require fully developed planning for
issunnee of an operatingheense-

In closing, I wish to thank the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission for this opportunity to present the recommendations

and findings of our Committee and my views on the adequacy

of e :ergency planning around nuclear facilities.

Sincerely,

.
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F YD . F THIAN
Memb r of Congress
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